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• Healthy older adults have impaired episodic 
memory and intact semantic memory (Wingfield & 
Kahana, 2002)

• Healthy older adults have difficulty inhibiting the 
retrieval of semantic knowledge (Wynn et al., 2020)

• Memory encoding and retrieval brain states can 
be decoded from whole-brain activity patterns 
(Long & Kuhl, 2019; Smith, Moore & Long, 2022)

• Retrieving the past comes at the expense of 
encoding the present (Long & Kuhl, 2019)

Future directions
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• Finish collecting older adult data
• Directly link memory brain states to memory performance
• Investigate memory brain states in middle-aged adults 
• Assess which features drive classification

Recognition memory test
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Behavioral evidence of memory state shifts

Summary
• Older adults shift between memory encoding and retrieval
• Encoding and retrieval states can be distinguished using MVPA
• Older adults can engage in encoding and retrieval states, but 

unlike young adults, do not show increased evidence over time
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~ p < 0.1, * p < 0.05

• Older adults: 60+ years old, N = 22
• Young adults: 18-35 years old, N = 36

Participants

• Older adults retrieve semantic information at the 
expense of encoding, leading to diminished 
episodic memory
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* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01

Memory brain states over time
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Memory brain states can be decoded via MVPA
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18 trials/list | 8 runs | 2000 ms/stimulus | 63 functional electrodes

Multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) approach
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